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Opus

™

overbed table

INSIGHT

Bedside teaching and learning is an
essential part of high-value, patientcentered care. The Opus bedside table
is designed to facilitate the connections
that make both possible.

IM#: 16-0014129

IM#: 16-0014128 | SM: OPUS MOBILE OVERBED TABLE WITH SUPPLEMENTAL SLIDING SURFACES AND VANITY DRAWER (ALMOND
CHERRY); MITRA RECLINER WITH PLASTISOL ARM CAPS AND HEAT AND MASSAGE (DESIGNTEX CROSSWIND WAVE, BLACK)

A Place to Connect

The Opus™ overbed table is central to activity and interactions
in the patient room. Alongside a bed or recliner, it provides
a convenient, adaptable surface for meals and tasks – in
combination with a surface for clinician use. Adjustable and
easy to move, it works on both sides of the bed and helps give
patients a sense of control over personal belongings and a
boundary for personal space. At the same time, it acts as a
social bridge where patients, clinicians and family members
can gather and share.
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Integrated Clinician Surface

Personal Comfort

A stationary standing-height surface gives
clinicians a place for care essentials as they
attend to patient needs. A cubby makes
room for tools and supplies, and optional
sliding surfaces provide supplemental
space on both sides.

The height-adjustable patient surface,
complete with cup holders and spill top,
is concave with soft corners, so patients
stay comfortable as they bring it near.
An optional two-sided vanity drawer with
mirror adds personal convenience.

STATEMENT OF LINE

DIMENSIONS
Overall depth

18"

Overall width

48"

Depth of base

16 1/2"

Depth of fixed surface

18"

Width of fixed surface

13"

Height of fixed surface

38"

Depth of adjustable surface

18"

Width of adjustable surface

34"

Height of adjustable surface

281/2" – 441/4"

SURFACE MATERIALS

SUSTAINABILITY

LAMINATE

THERMOFORM

Winter on Maple

Dark Rum Cherry

Clear Maple

Shiraz Cherry

Clear Oak

Clear Walnut

Acacia

Chocolate Walnut

Marbled Maple

Blackwood

Almond Cherry

Arctic White

Virginia Walnut

Seagull

Graphite Walnut

Dune

Sand

PEOPLE. PLANET. PROFIT.

By rethinking our business systems and designing our products to avoid
negative impacts on humans and the environment, we contribute to a
sustainable future for the planet and its people. We commit to advance
our practices through continuous learning and building partnerships
with our customers, business partners and environmental thought
leaders to optimize our performance and contribute to the science and
practice of sustainability.
TO FIND OUT MORE VISIT
WWW.STEELCASE.COM/SUSTAINABILITY

Marbled Cherry

Colors are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.
For more information on these and other finishes and options,
including the full range of available laminates, visit us online and
view our Specification Guide.

Opus is made with 47% recycled content, is designed to
withstand the demands of healthcare cleaning protocols and is
65% recyclable at the end of its long lifespan. It may contribute to
LEED certification for recycled content, regional materials, indoor
environmental air quality, furniture and medical furnishings, and
sustainable purchasing.

Call 800.333.9939 or visit SteelcaseHealth.com
facebook.com/SteelcaseHealth

twitter.com/SteelcaseHealth

youtube.com/SteelcaseTV
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